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Orthodontic-surgical treatment of skeletal
facial asymmetry: Case report
Susiane Allgayer*, Fernanda Santos Mezzomo**, Waldemar Daudt Polido***,
Gabriella Rosenbach****, Carlos Alberto Estevanell Tavares*****

Abstract
Introduction: Facial asymmetries consist of an imbalance between the homologous skeletal
structures of the face. Most people present some degree of facial asymmetry, since a state of
perfect symmetry is rare. This common asymmetry only becomes relevant when it is perceivable by the patient. In this situation, either orthodontic surgical correction or orthodontic
treatment is normally chosen. Objective: This study, based on literature review, has been illustrated by a case report comprising Le Fort I orthognathic surgery for maxillary advancement
and rotation, with conservative treatment for the mandible. Conclusion: Knowledge of the
patient’s chief complaint and expectations, as well as proper diagnostic exams, are important
factors to decide the treatment plan and for the final treatment outcome.
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introduction
Facial symmetry is a state of balance in which
both sides of the face are perfectly related and
therefore present the same size, shape and position. Conversely, the term asymmetry is used
when there is imbalance between the homologous
parts of the dentofacial complex, thereby affecting the proportion between structures.1
The facial asymmetry may often be subclinical. In this condition, the skeletal disharmony exists yet it is masked by the overlying soft tissues.2,3

Thus, the soft tissues superimposed to the bone
structures, such as the masseter muscle, may
minimize or even compensate an existing skeletal
deformity. Therefore, when there is discrepancy
between the skeletal measurements and facial appearance, the influence of soft tissues on the facial
asymmetries should be considered.3
According to some authors,2,3 the clinical
expression of asymmetry only occurs when the
bone deviation is at least 4 mm. Below this value,
the asymmetry is considered to be subclinical.
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mandibular skeletal asymmetry, according to Haraguchi et al,6 the lateral deviation is more common on the lower facial third, and 85% of dentofacial deformities present lateral deviations to the
left side, a tendency that is corroborated by other
studies.2,6,10 In addition, Bell, Proffit and White11 related skeletal asymmetries to Class III malocclusion
observing that 40% of these malocclusions cases
presented some degree of facial asymmetry.
During the anamnesis, it is important to establish the chief complaint of the patient, identify if
the facial imbalance is perceived and if this condition causes discomfort and dissatisfaction. The
history of traumas, ankylosis or lesions such as
osteochondromas affecting the temporomandibular joint, intra-articular disorders, birth by forceps,
condylar fractures, ear infections, inadequate use of
orthopedic appliances,11,13 besides lesions to facial
nerves, are possible causes of asymmetries.12
During the clinical examination, the extraoral
analysis is fundamental in the diagnosis of asymmetries, since analysis of the facial proportions or of
the degree of imbalance between the facial thirds
and homologous facial structures usually indicates
the site of imbalance.11 Analysis of facial proportions
allows evaluation of the harmony between facial
thirds, which should have a 1:1 ratio. In the lateral
evaluation, if one lip is behind or beyond the Steiner’s S line, there may be a disproportion between
the maxilla and mandible, consequently causing an
imbalance between the facial structures.11
In the intraoral examination, dental evaluation
in centric relation should include the analysis of
dental midlines, their relation to the facial midline, existence of crossbite or inclination of the
occlusal plane.14 If the dental midlines are coincident, a deviation of up to 4 mm to one side of the
facial midline may not be detected by laypersons;
however, if the crowns of incisors are tipped, deviations above 2 mm may be perceptible.15,16,17
The radiographic examination plays an important role in this type of deformity and may aid
the orthodontist in defining the site, nature and

That is to say, human sensitivity to notice facial
imbalances occurs more easily if the deformation
is closer to or greater than 4 mm. However, the
expression of asymmetry or its attenuation depend on individual characteristics, such as the soft
tissue thickness over the imbalance region.
Within this context, this study conducted a
literature review on the skeletal facial asymmetries, illustrating with a case report of asymmetry
involving both the maxilla and the mandible, in
which the treatment plan of choice was the association of surgical treatment on the maxilla and
conservative treatment for the mandible.
SKELETAL FACIAL ASYMMETRIES
Dentofacial deformities affect approximately 20% of the population, and patients with
these discrepancies may present several degrees
of functional and esthetic involvement,4 being
classified as isolated mandibular asymmetries
or maxillomandibular asymmetries. However,
there are no isolated maxillary asymmetries, because a deformed maxilla simultaneously causes
mandibular disorders.5
The mandibular asymmetries may be caused by
excessive or deficient growth of the mandibular body
and ramus, or the mandible may be deviated due to
asymmetric growth of other structures. These conditions cause mandibular laterognathism, i.e., mandibular deviation to one side of the facial midline.5
Some studies explain that the higher prevalence of
mandibular asymmetries may be related to the longer period of mandibular growth when compared
to the maxilla, thus increasing the chances of deviations. Also, the mandible is a mobile bone, while the
maxilla is rigidly connected to other bone structures
through sutures and synchondroses.3,6 The condyle
is the main growth center of the mandible; for this
reason, injuries to this area during the growth period
may cause disturbances in mandibular growth.7,8
Even though the studies conducted by H. Peck
and S. Peck9 did not reveal significant difference
in the side of mandibular deviation, in cases of
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mandibular skeletal laterognathism to the left
side and mild maxillary skeletal laterognathism
to the right side. The deficiency in anteroposterior direction in the mid facial third was easily
identified by the deep paranasal and infraorbital
regions, deep nasogenian grooves, lack of support to the upper lip and thin nasal base. The
lower lip was protruded in 4 mm in relation to
the S line (Figs 1A-E).
The intraoral examination revealed molar
Class III relationship on both sides and canine
Class III relationship on the right side and Class
I relationship on the left side, as well as absence
of third molars and mandibular right first premolar. The maxillary dental midline was dislocated
2 mm to the right side, and the mandibular dental
midline was deviated 2.5 mm to the left side. The
premature contact caused by the maxillary left
central incisor led to a forward mandibular deviation, generating crossbite at the region of maxillary left central and lateral incisors and canine, and
left posterior region (Figs 1F-J).
The cephalometric analysis (Figs 3B, 3C
and Table 1) presented a skeletal Class III pattern with an important vertical component, as
displayed by these cephalometric measures:
ANB= -2°, WITTS= -6,5 mm, SN.GoGn= 35° and
FMA= 29°. Analysis of the posteroanterior radiograph (Figs 3D, E) revealed mild maxillary deviation of 0.5 mm to the right side and mandibular
deviation of 3 mm to the left side. The panoramic
radiograph (Fig 3A) revealed the presence of impacted third molars, except for the maxillary right
and left third molars, which were absent.

magnitude of asymmetry.13 The posteroanterior radiograph (PA) is a valuable tool to compare structures between the right and left sides of the face.6
If the dental midlines are coincident and deviated
up to nearly 2 mm from the facial midline, this will
still be considered a harmonious situation, since the
aforementioned degree of deviation is not perceptible to the layperson and may be attenuated by the
soft tissues of the face.3,6,18 The lateral cephalometric radiograph provides information on the anteroposterior component of the deformity.5
When the treatment options are mentioned, it
is important to evaluate the efficacy of these. In
case of skeletal imbalance, in which the professional must decide between surgical or non-surgical treatment, it should be clear the amount of
esthetic, dental and facial improvements provided
by the selected treatment plan.13 Even though the
surgical correction may be preferable for severe
cases and after completion of bone growth, camouflage is a conservative treatment option indicated for correction of mild asymmetries.16,19,20 The
treatment for skeletal asymmetries may comprise
an association between conservative treatment
and orthognathic surgery.21,22 Thus, the imbalance
may be surgically corrected in one jaw and by dental compensation in the other one. Following the
alignment and leveling stage, the final objective is
to achieve adequate occlusion with coincidence of
maxillary and mandibular midlines.20
CASE REPORT
A Caucasian female patient, 17 years and 4
months old, searched for orthodontic treatment
with the chief complaint of “crossbite”. The patient reported a history without dental and/or
skeletal traumas to the facial structures and did
not present any systemic alteration or history of
previous pathologies.

Treatment options
The following treatment options were presented to the patient:
1) Orthodontic treatment associated with combined orthognathic surgery in the maxilla and mandible, with extraction of three premolars, followed
by maxillary advancement with rotation to the left
side and mandibular rotation to the right side.

Diagnosis
The extraoral examination revealed facial asymmetry of the lower facial third, with
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FigurE 1 - Extraoral (A, B, C, D, E) and intraoral (F, G, H, I, J) initial photographs.

Class I molar and canine relationship and the dental midlines coincident to each other, yet deviated
to the left side in relation to the facial midline.
Based on the diagnostic data and according to
the patient decision, the second treatment plan was
performed with maxillary advancement and rotation to the left side. In the mandible the treatment
comprised only correction of tooth positioning,
thus maintaining the mandibular lateral deviation.

The orthodontic treatment should be finished
in Class I molar and canine relationship and
dental midlines coincident to each other and to
the facial midline.
2) Orthodontic treatment associated to orthognathic surgery only in the maxilla, with extraction of three premolars, followed by maxillary
advancement with rotation to the left side. The
orthodontic treatment should be finished with
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FigurE 2 - Photograph of initial dental casts.
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FigurE 3 - A) Initial panoramic radiograph, B) initial lateral cephalometric radiograph, c) initial cephalometric tracing, d) initial posteroanterior radiograph, e) initial cephalometric tracing.
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TablE 1 - Summary of cephalometric measurements.

Skeletal
pattern

Dental
pattern

Profile

INITIAL

FINAL

(A)

(B)

82°

77°

79°

80°

75°

79°

Measures

NORMAL

SNA (Steiner)
SNB (Steiner)
ANB (Steiner)

2°

- 2°

0°

Facial conv. angle (Downs)

0°

- 3°

0°

Y axis (Downs)

59°

62°

60°

Facial angle (Downs)

87°

85°

86°

SN-GoGn (Steiner)

32°

35°

35°

FMA (Tweed)

25°

29°

29°

IMPA (Tweed)

90°

89°

81°

1–NA (°) (Steiner)

22°

33°

34°

1–NA (mm) (Steiner)

4 mm

9.5 mm

7 mm

1–NB (°) (Steiner)

25°

24°

17°

1–NB (mm) (Steiner)

4 mm

8 mm

4 mm

Interincisal angle (Downs)

130°

125°

129°

LI-to-AP (Ricketts)

1 mm

10 mm

5 mm

S line - Upper lip (Steiner)

0 mm

- 2 mm

- 2 mm

S line - Lower lip (Steiner)

0 mm

4 mm

1 mm

The remaining spaces were closed using 0.019 x
0.025-in rectangular archwires with loops. In the
immediate preoperative period, the transpalatal
bar was removed and a 0.020 x 0.025-in rectangular archwire with hooks was installed.
Subsequent impressions were taken to evaluate the intercuspation and simulate the movement for maxillary advancement and rotation to
the left side (Fig 4).
In collaboration with the bucomaxillofacial
surgeon, a Le Fort I osteotomy was planned for
maxillary advancement and rotation to the left
side (Fig 5). One month after surgery, the patient underwent orthodontic detailing and the
appliances were removed.
After treatment completion, the dental midlines were coincident to each other, yet deviated to the left side in relation to the facial midline, without compromising esthetic or functional aspects, since the deviation was within
the limits that are not noticeable to a layperson.

Treatment stages
In the maxillary arch, a transpalatal bar with
Nance button was anchored on the maxillary second molars, and the mandibular first and second
molars were banded. The patient was referred to
extraction of the maxillary right second premolar, maxillary left first premolar and mandibular
left second premolar. After bonding of Edgewise
standard brackets on the other teeth, alignment
and leveling were performed using 0.014-in to
0.020-in up to 0.019 x 0.025-in stainless steel
archwires. Elastomeric chains were used to retract the premolars and canines mesial to the
extraction spaces, for distal movement of the
maxillary left central and lateral incisors, and mesial movement of the maxillary right central and
lateral incisors until the midline coincided with
the center of the maxilla, as well as for distal
movement of the mandibular right canine, central and lateral incisors, and for mesial movement
of mandibular left central and lateral incisors.
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FigurE 4 - Preoperative extraoral (A, B, C, D) and intraoral (E, F, G, H, I) photographs.
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FigurE 5 - Postoperative extraoral photographs.
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DISCUSSION
In an ideal face, all structures of the craniofacial
complex at one side should be perfectly equal to
the structures on the opposite side.10 However, even
pleasant faces exhibited mild degrees of asymmetry
between the two sides, and total symmetry is not a
common condition.13,23,24,25 Even though some studies report a tendency that the left side of the face is
dominant,24,26,27 others state that skeletal facial structures are larger on the right side compared to the left
side, with statistically significant difference.2,6,10,28,29

Regarding function, the patient exhibited lateral
and protrusive mandibular movements. Furthermore, the facial profile was more harmonious,
considering the improved relationship between
the lips (Figs 6, 7 and 8).
The final radiographs demonstrate orthodontic
finishing with correct root position and absence
of root resorptions. The cephalometric analysis revealed significant changes, presenting a final skeletal Class I pattern (ANB= 0°, WITTS= -4mm)
(Fig 9 and Table 1).
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FigurE 6 - Extraoral (A, B, C, D, E) and intraoral (F, G, H, I, J) final photographs.
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FigurE 7 - Photographs of excursive movements. Canine disocclusion of all teeth during mandibular
movements. PROTRUSIVE: A) right side view, B) frontal view, C) left side view. RIGHT LATERAL MOVEMENT: D) right side view, E) left side view. LEFT LATERAL MOVEMENT: F) right side view, G) left side view.
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FigurE 8 - Photographs of final dental casts.
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FigurE 9 - A) Final panoramic radiograph, B) final lateral cephalometric radiograph, C) final cephalometric tracing.

surgery on the maxilla associated with conservative
treatment in the mandible. Therefore, the surgery
comprised maxillary advancement and rotation to
the left side and there was the need for extraction
of three maxillary premolars and one mandibular
premolar, considering that the patient had one
mandibular right premolar missing, so that the
dental midlines would be coincident to each other,
though deviated to the left side. However, there
was no esthetic influence on the smile, since when
the tipping of incisors is correct, nearly 4 mm is
the limit of deviation of the dental midline that is
esthetically acceptable for the patient.15,16,17

The surgical approach for correction of severe
facial skeletal asymmetries is usually the treatment
of choice.21,30 However, milder or developing cases
may be treated by less invasive techniques.16,19,20,22
In the present case, the extent of improvement of
facial appearance from correction by orthognathic
surgery on both jaws was carefully considered.
Thus, considering that the anteroposterior maxillary deficiency had the greatest negative impact on
the facial esthetics and that the mandibular lateral
deviation was not the main cause of facial imbalance — which could be masked by coinciding
the dental midlines —, it was decided to perform
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CONCLUSION
By analysis of the treatment outcomes, it may
be concluded that the technique employed in the
present case, namely surgical treatment in the
maxilla associated to conservative therapy in the
mandible, allowed successful results. Even though

the patient presents mandibular deviation to the
left side and deviation of the dental midlines to
the left side in relation to the facial midline, the
final result exhibited perfect compensation, with
pleasant smile and facial esthetics in both frontal
and lateral views.
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